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No deeds done means no crimes committed。Deeds have two basic forms. one 
is commission, the other is omission. Crimes of commission violate the preventive 
rule of the criminal law. Crimes of omission consist of genuine crime of omission 
and pseudo crime of omission. The former violate the command rules while the 
latter is much more complicated. 
Pseudo crime of omission can be defined as the crimes committed in a 
omission way and often made up of commission methods. Neither any principle 
obligations of pseudo crime of omission was provided in general rules of china’s 
criminal law, nor was any specific obligations in the branch law. Yet the conviction 
and punishment of pseudo crime of omission is still praised by theory and legal 
precedent. Therefore, it remains a difficulty in judicial practice. This paper, through 
the discussion by scholars in German, Japan, Taiwan and mainland China, makes a 
deep inquiry into pseudo crime of omission. This paper is made up of four chapters. 
Chapter one is about pseudo crime of omission. The basic problem concerning 
pseudo crime of omission is discussed. Chapter two talks about the commission 
obligation of pseudo crime of omission, whose obligation source and classification 
are probed. Chapter three deals with the cause and results of pseudo crime of 
omission, including the presence and absence of causes and results, the cause power 
and the judging of causes and results of omission. Chapter four concerns the 
punishment on pseudo crime of omission and solves the problem of measurement of 
penalty of pseudo crime of omission and the perfection in legislation. 
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引  言 1
 
引  言 
 
《检察日报》2002 年 4 月 30 日第 7 版刊载刘荣庆、陈彦、孙永根的《吵
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第一章   不作为和不作为犯罪  3
提的。无论什么人，欠缺这一根据都不能成为不作为的犯罪人。”①但在个人主
义和自由主义为中心的 19 世纪初期的行为，不作为犯罪仅视为违反法律规定
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